
PEPPER AND PARTNERSHIPS -- Abraham bin Yiju, 1120—1160 CE 

In 1138 CE, Abraham bin Yiju, a Jewish spice trader, waited anxiously at 
the port in Mangalore for a shipment of cardamom he was expecting from 
inland, lie had paid a large advance and the delay meant serious trouble, 
If he missed his ship to the Middle East, Abraham bin Yiju’s cardamom 
would reach Aden at the worst possible time, after other merchants had 
sold their cardamom and glutted the market.1  Soon, it became clear that 
the cardamom was not late; it was never going to appear.  A local 
supplier had defrauded Abraham bin Yiju and there would he no 
cardamom shipment. 

Mangalore was typical of ports on the southwest coast of India.  The 
harbor was at the mouth of a river, and a narrow sandbar parallel to the 
coast protected a shallow lagoon from the Indian Ocean waves.  Lush 
tropical greenery, particularly coconut trees, spread up the hills behind 
the harbor.  The fortified houses of the merchants also served as 
warehouses and clustered close to the beach.2 A  The port was otherwise 
unprotected by a wall, guns, or other defenses.3 B  A heterogeneous 
community of Arabs, Gujaratis, Tamils, Jews, and others might have 
numbered between 2,000 and 3,000. 

The profits of this port, like other competing ports up and down the coast, 
began far inland in the green hills of the Western Ghats.  Here grew 
spices.  Black pepper was native to these hills and grew in few other 
places on earth.  The hills also produced cardamom, coriander, ginger, 
turmeric, cloves, nutmeg, and more than a dozen other spices.  These 
nuts and plants, some gathered, some cultivated, were used in lotions for 
the both in medicines, and as flavors for food. 

Abraham knew that he had a ready market for his spices if only he could 
get them to market.  Many were in regular use in the Asian world.  The 
cardamom would have gone to Cairo and from there would have found 
markets throughout the Middle East, North Africa, Spain, and Europe.  
For example, a thirteenth-century recipe for meat patties (isîfiyâ) from 
Muslim Spain uses several Indian spices: 

Take some red meat and pound as before.   Put it in some water and 
add some sour dough dissolved with as much egg as the meat will 
take, and salt, pepper saffron, cumin, and coriander seed, and knead 
it all together.  Then put a pan with fresh oil on the fire, and when the 
oil has boiled, add a spoon of isîfiyâ and pour it in the frying pan 
carefully so that it forms thin cakes.  Then make a sauce for it.4 

Elegant cuisine was part of the courtly style in the Baghdad of Ibn 
Fadlan, just as it was in the regional capitals he visited in the century. 

For Abraham and the other traders at Mangalore, black pepper was the 
core of the spice trade, both as flavoring and medicine.  A thousand 
years before bin Yiju, traders on the Malabar Coast had shipped pepper 
to Rome.  It was pepper, 3,000 pounds of it, that Alaric demanded and 
obtained as part of the ransom of Rome in 408 CE.5 Recall that Ibn 
Fadlan used pepper to bribe his way to his destination in the eastern 
steppe. 

More important than their use as flavorings for food, tropical plants 
constituted staple medicines.  As noted in Chapter 3, Ibn Sina’s The 
Canon of Medicine, which was the standard medical encyclopedia across 
much of Asia and Europe, listed more than thirty-six tropical plants in its 
remedies.  Kings across Asia used and stockpiled spices and tried to 
grow them.  Most attempts failed because the plants grew only in specific 
tropical microclimates. 

A good deal is known about Abraham bin Yiju, his missing cardamom, 
and the details of his life, because miraculously, more than seventy 
letters and accounts to or from the trader survive, as well as many letters 
from his circle of business friends.  How the letters survived from the 
twelfth century to today is a fascinating story In the twelfth century many 
Jews believed (as many Jews believe today) that if any form of the word 
God appeared on a written document, it was sacrilege to destroy it, ‘What 
to do with old, worn, or unneeded documents that happened to have 
“God’s blessings upon you” or “Praise God… ” in them?  One solution 
was a room, called a geniza, generally built next to a synagogue.  It had 



no door and no windows, merely a ladder leading up to a large slot in one 
wall.  Members of the congregation wishing to dispose of unneeded 
documents that contained some form of the word God threw them 
through the slot.6  Bin Yiju’s daughter apparently belonged to a 
synagogue near Cairo with just such a geniza.   She disposed of her 
father’s correspondence and some business records through the slot in 
the wall. 

For centuries, members of the congregation filled this geniza with tens of 
thousands of documents.  They remained intact because of Egypt’s dry 
climate.  In the late nineteenth century scholars became aware of this 
uncataloged and untouched treasure.   Several libraries bought large lots 
of the papers, by the pound, and the collection was dispersed.   Termed 
the “Cairo Geniza” papers (hereafter, “Geniza”), the horde is now divided 
between Russia, England, and the United States.  In the first half of the 
twentieth century, scholars worked mainly on versions of religious texts 
that were found in the collection.7 

Since the 1950s, scholars have turned to the many letters and accounts, 
patiently cross-referencing traders, relatives, shipowners, and ships.   
The work goes slowly, however, because crucial family collections are 
now scattered between England, Russia, and the United States.   An 
additional problem is the language and script.   The Geniza documents 
are in Arabic but written in the Hebrew script.   Few scholars today know 
the medieval form of both languages well enough to read the Arabic and 
script.   Still, the documents already catalogued and translated yield a 
rich picture of the trading life in the twelfth century. 

Abraham bin Yiju, whose father was a rabbi, was from a family that lived 
in the port of Mahdia in Tunisia.8  There are no documents that fix his 
date of birth, but 1098-1102 CE seems likely. Mention of two brothers 
and a sister appear in Abraham bin Yiju’s letters, but there may have 
been other siblings.  None of the three brothers opted to become rabbis.  
Instead, all chose trade.  There seems to have been no conflict over this 
decision because his father, with crucial letters of introduction, helped 
Abraham in his youthful hopes.  His brothers, Yusuf and Mubashshir, and 

sister, Berakha, married and staved in Tunisia.  These three families 
remained in the Mediterranean Sea trade. 

Sometime around 1120 CE, Abraham set our on the road to fortune.  He 
first traveled the caravan route from Tunisia to Cairo, carrying precious 
letters of introduction from his father to prominent Jewish traders of the 
city, probably fellow Tunisians.9  Through them, he found a junior position 
and perhaps small partnerships.  Within a few years, he was off again, 
this time to Aden at the mouth of the Red Sea.  Again, he carried letters 
of introduction to prominent Jewish traders. 

Abraham bin Yiju’s travels suggest the larger politics of the 
Mediterranean at the time.  Turkish forces in Anatolia wiped out the 
Peasant Crusade in 1096 CE, shortly before bin Yiju’s birth.  During his 
childhood in Tunisia, the First Crusade fought its way through Palestine 
and took Jerusalem.  In his teenage years, crusaders established 
kingdoms over much of the coast of what is today Israel and Lebanon.  
The holy wars hardened attitudes toward non-Christians in Europe and 
made it difficult for Jews to work there.  Anti-Semitism was rampant.  
None of Abraham’s family considered moving to Europe to work.10  
Waves of warfare in Syria (current-day Israel, Palestine, Jordan, Syria, 
and Lebanon) made trade to that region not impossible but difficult.  The 
situation on the Mediterranean was equally grim.  Venice and Genoa 
attacked fleets from Cairo and other Muslim ports and fought for the 
seaborne trade.  The attention of many Jewish traders, both refugees 
from Europe and those resident around the Mediterranean, turned away 
from these conflicts and toward other opportunities, especially the spice 
trade from India.11 

In Aden, the major crossroads for the India trade to Egypt, Abraham 
formed a relationship with Madmun ibn Bandar, the most powerful and 
influential trader in Aden at the time.12 C  Like his father before him, 
Madmun was known as the nagid, the “trustee’ of the Jewish Aden 
traders.  Much is known of this Madmun because his many letters, like 
Abraham’s, were preserved in the Cairo Geniza, apparently the home 
synagogue of Madmun’s children.  His network of correspondence 
extended from India to Spain.13 



Madmun, like others in the India trade, formed long-lasting trading 
partnerships among the many communities at Aden.  Typical was his 
venture of 1230 CE with a Muslim.  “After asking God, the exalted, for 
guidance, I constructed a boat in Aden and sent goods in it to [Sri Lanka] 
in partnership with the illustrious Sheikh Bilal.”14  He also regularly sent 
Sri Lankan goods from Aden to Egypt.  “On my own account I sent with 
him sixty bags of Seli [Sri Lankan] cinnamon, each bag weighing 100 
pounds.  Kindly take delivery of one-half of this and sell it for your servant 
[Madmun] for any price God, the exalted, may apportion.”15 

Madmun’s letters confirm that the basic divisions of the maritime trade 
remained as they had a century and a half earlier at the time of the 
Southeast Asian shipwrecks discussed in Chapter 4.  The Mediterranean 
sector included Cairo and the Mediterranean.  The Indian Ocean sector 
included the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf the west coast of India, and Sri 
Lanka.  The Bay of Bengal sector included the east coast of India, 
Bengal, s Myanmar, and the west Malay coast.  The Java Sea sector 
included the rest of Southeast Asia and coastal China.  Ports vied with 
one another to dominate trans-shipping between sectors.  In the early 
twelfth century, the main port of Sri Lanka dominated the trade between 
the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal sectors.  Even the rich and 
powerful Madmun did not send ships beyond Sri Lanka.16 D 

Although ships at the time were capable of longer voyages, division of 
the maritime trade into sections probably reduced the risk of loss at sea.  
Captains and pilots needed to know the monsoon winds, the dangerous 
shallows, and navigational features of only one-fourth of the route.  Even 
trading along a single section was a dangerous business.  Any ship could 
encounter bad weather; many were lost to pirates. 

Merchants found any way they could to reduce risk.  Partnerships, such 
as that between Madmun and Sheik Bilal, spread the risk, as did many 
other business activities mentioned in letters of the Cairo Geniza.  
Traders sent their goods via reputable ship- owners and divided their 
goods among several ships in case of loss at sea.  They divided their 
goods among several recipients, sealed the packages while in transit, 
and wrote the name of the consignee on the outside.  Traders dealt in a 

variety of goods to cover unknown fluctuations in distant markets.  They 
wrote ahead to a consignee and described in detail what was coming.17  
All of these risk-reducing measures depended on trust between a 
merchant, his partners, shipowners, and distant consignees. 

Long-distance trade thus relied on trust and a reputable name.  Unlike 
later times, in the velfth century there were no brokerage firms to receive 
goods from overseas, warehouse them until a consignee arrived, and 
charge a fee to anyone needing the services.  Traders were wholly 
dependent on the goodwill of friends and business contacts.  In distant 
places, friends received the goods, sold them, kept accounts, bought 
specified items to send back for a profit, but took no commission for this 
work.18 Their frequent and detailed letters make clear the importance of 
trusting colleagues to do business. 

I am asking you now, relying on your favors, when this shipment, 
God willing, safely arrives, to kindly take delivery of one-half of the 
aforementioned bales and sell them for me for whatever God will 
apportion and grant.  After the price is agreed upon, turn everything 
into gold and silver—nothing else—and distribute it among various 
merchants, coreligionists, or others, if they are known as reliable, 
and send it on.19 E 

In Aden sometime in the 1120s, Madmun ibn Bandar took voting 
Abraham bin Yifu into his firm and put him to work keeping accounts in 
his warehouse.  After an apprenticeship of about three years, Madmun 
encouraged the young trader to move to Mangalore on the southwest 
coast of India to enter the spice trade.  Through senior-junior 
partnerships, Madmun almost certainly provided working capital.  
Madmun wrote soon after Abraham bin Yiju arrived in Mangalore that a 
shipment of areca nuts and other goods had arrived safely, suggesting 
both that the capital that Madmun had provided was making money and 
that Abraham was doing good work.  His letters are full of timely market 
advice from Aden, news of other traders, political events, and tips on 
trading.  The partnership rarely shipped anything to Mangalore except 
cash to buy spices.20 F  In later centuries, there was an active trade to 



India in horses, slaves, weapons, and ceramics, but it apparently had not 
yet begun in the twelfth century. 

Most goods from India bound for Cairo went first to Aden and then to a 
bleak port called Aidhab on the western shore of the Red Sea.  Three 
years into his work at Mangalore, Abraham consigned a large shipment 
for transport through Aidhab but apparently refused to pay the man who 
unloaded his goods and reloaded them onto a caravan headed west for 
the Nile.  The complaint went to Madmun, Abraham’s senior patron. 

Every time I see him [Abraham bin Yiju] he crosses words with me 
so that I have become frightened of him.  Each time he says to me, 
Go, get out, perish … a hundred times… . [I ask] of you Exalted 
Presence [Madmun] to act in this matter until you reclaim the 
[money] … Stand by me in this and strengthen your heart, Oh my 
Lord and master ... and extend your help to me.21 

Power clearly lay with Madmun, the senior partner in Aden.  A letter from 
him a few months after the complaint tersely noted a debit of 300 dinars 
from Abraham bin Yiju’s account to settle this affair. 

Personal gifts reinforced the mutual obligations of a trader’s network of 
relationships.  A consignment worth thousands of dinars from Madmun to 
Abraham included items that he particularly liked, goods that he termed, 
with the self-effacing tone of so many of these letters, “items of no 
importance or value,” such as white sugar, “a bottle, in a tight basket, 
entirely filled with raisins,” eve makeup for his wife, and several pounds 
of kosher cheese from Europe.22 

Trade partners also regularly sent household goods at the request of 
traders, especially luxurious metropolitan items that reflected the lifestyle 
of larger cities.  Madmun ordered from Egypt good quality “bowls, dishes, 
and cups,” also “good rose marmalade, such as one prepares for the 
household.”23  Abraham bin Yiju, from Mangalore, ordered a leather table 
cover of the type used for playing chess, which was popular all over the 
Asian world.   For Abraham, the most precious of these goods was 
quality paper, not available in India.24  In spite of paper’s appearance 
along the Silk Road more than three centuries earlier, little paper was 

produced in India and scribes in India continued to write on palm leaf 
fronds. 

Relationships were also reinforced by explicit greetings to the trader’s 
partners, as well as to close relatives.  The following quote is from a 
Geniza document written between 1080 and 1100 CE. 

Accept my best greetings, and likewise my best greetings to the 
elder Abu ‘l-Hasan [a trading partner] if he needs anything, let him 
write to me about it.  Greetings to Rachael [his wife] and her mother 
and to everyone in the house ... and to the son of my paternal aunt, 
and his sons.  And Peace.  And may your life he prolonged.25 

Trade and family were closely related.  Madmun, the trustee of the 
Jewish traders at Aden, married the sister of his counterpart, the trustee 
of Cairo. 

In 1138 CE, Abraham agonized over his missing cardamom because it 
threatened the trust that was at the core of all his trade relationships.  He 
had used money from his Aden partners as an advance for the spice 
shipment.  In all of Abraham’s surviving correspondence, this is the only 
occasion that caused him to call down God’s curse on another man. 

The kardar [manager], may God curse him, owed ... 14 mithqals [of 
gold] for two bahars of cardamom [about 600 pounds].  He did not 
deliver the cardamom, so I bought ... two bahars from Fandrina [a 
port further down the coast] as a substitute, for 17 rnithqals.26 

When the cardamom dealer defaulted, Abraham’s partners in Aden made 
clear their displeasure.  The formal language of their business letters 
does not mask that this bad debt was to he Abraham’s, not the 
partnership’s. 

Only by resolving this misuse of the Aden money could Abraham bin Yiju 
restore the trust that made the spice trade possible.  This displeasure of 
the Aden partners would have stopped his credit and his news of the 
markets in Aden and Cairo.  Although the partners recognized that 
Abraham bin Yiju had himself been defrauded, they had no means, legal 
or otherwise, to recover a bad debt in Mangalore.  All they could do to 



help was to threaten the reputation of the dealer who defaulted.  
Madmun’s cousin suggested this sort of censure in a letter to Abraham. 

Perhaps you should threaten him that here in Aden we censure 
anyone that owes us something and does not fulfill his commitment.  
Maybe he will be afraid of the censure, if he does not pay, we shall 
issue an official letter of censure and send it to him, so that he will 
become aware of his crime.27 

The partnership survived the cardamom incident, though the documents 
are silent on the outcome.  It is most likely that Abraham quietly paid the 
partnership its losses. 

The cardamom incident suggests the degree of freedom of trade along 
the water routes of the Asian world.  In comparison, in Abraham bin Yiju’s 
time, in Europe guilds set the times and places of trade, controlled prices 
and quality of goods, and specified who could trade by means of 
apprenticeships and member rolls.  Kings chartered guilds and thus had 
a hand in trade and quality of goods.  Abraham was subject to none of 
these limitations.  He simply searched for replacement cardamom where 
he could and paid what he had to.  Documents mention the “trustee” of 
Jewish traders for several Malabar ports, but this official had little actual 
power to control ventures or venues of trade.  Further east in the wider 
Asian world, there is some evidence of guilds in South India, but none 
indigenous to Southeast Asia.28 G  China, however, was more restrictive.  
Boats and cargoes had to register with port officials.  Port officials tended 
to treat the various types of traders -- Arabs, Jews, Tamils -- as members 
of an ad hoc guild.   Bad behavior by one member was referred to the 
group.  Illegal activity however, meant Chinese courts and quite possibly 
prison. 

Abraham bin Yiju’s letters demonstrate little involvement in local politics 
and his letters never mention connections to the local Hindu court.  There 
were twelve Hindu kingdoms along the coast, each consisting of a portion 
of the narrow coastal plain and a port, such as Mangalore, Beypore, 
Cochin, Cannore, and Kalikut.  The main source of income for these 
kings was taxes on trade, and the wealthier ones financed trading ships.  
The king’s troops provided some protection from pirates while ships were 

in port.  A few of these local kings kept war fleets to attack pirates arid 
force merchant fleets to come to their port and pay duty. 

One of the Geniza letters of Madmun’s family reveals the constant 
dangers of piracy.  Madmun was married to a sister of Judah bin Joseph 
ha-Kohen, a prominent trader in Cairo.  Pirates seized the ship on which 
Judah sailed with his goods and cast ashore the traders and crew on the 
Gujarat coast.  The letter is from a ship captain who plied the India-Cairo 
trade and was married to another of the unfortunate trader’s sisters.  The 
captain pleaded with Judah to join him in Mangalore. 

In all circumstances, please come quickly to Mangalore and do not 
tarry, for I am waiting here in Mangalore and—if God wills we shall 
embark on our way home as soon as possible.  It is better for you to 
travel from Mangalore with me than to travel in the ships of foreign 
people.  Please remember that there is no difference between us, 
my money is yours, it is just the same. 

And again, my lord, do not take to heart what you have lost; have, praise 
be to God, plenty to have recourse to and be compensated with, when 
life is saved, nothing else matters.29 

It perhaps needs to be emphasized that in his years at Mangalore, 
Abraham bin Yiju, though a Jew, neither lived nor worked in an isolated 
enclave of Jews.  The Mangalore trading society included local Hindus, 
resident Gujaratis, and local Muslims, in addition to periodic arrivals of 
Middle East Muslims, Abraham bin uiu regularly formed partnerships with 
Gujaratis and local Hindus that were essential to the development of his 
business.  These sorts of partnerships were entirely common for Jewish 
traders and appear all through the Geniza documents.  Ties of trust also 
went inland to the dealers and suppliers of spices.  The documents show 
that Abraham never traveled inland to the sources of the spices.  He 
relied on local Hindus for cultivation, processing, assembling, and 
transport to Mangalore. 

A decade after Abraham bin Yiju arrived in Mangalore, he was wealthier, 
more his own man, and no longer just an agent for Madmun.  His letters 
imply a comfortable lifestyle.  He imported for his family’s use special 
soap and sugar from Egypt, pots and sieves from Aden, mats from 



Somalia, and a carpet from Gujarat.  His regular clothing included 
imported robes from Egypt and fine turbans and shawls.30 

The letters often refer to Abraham’s male slave, Bamah.  He was no 
ordinary household slave.  Rather, he was a trusted agent in all of 
Abraham’s business dealings.  He carried money to and from Aden and 
purchased goods.  He was so well known that Madmun explicitly greeted 
him in letters, along with Abraham’s son, Surur.31  In general in the 
Geniza documents, the acquisition of a male slave was cause for 
celebration.  Like Bamah, many other slaves traveled the trade routes for 
their masters.32  This is another aspect of the complex bondage relations 
found in Asia at the time. 

During this period, Abraham bin Yiju saw an opportunity among the 
skilled metalworkers of the Malabar Coast.  In a port somewhat south of 
his home, he set up a metal works, but not for new production.  From his 
widespread contacts, he received damaged and worn vessels: lamps, 
dishes, and such from as far as Spain.  With them came instructions for 
the new items: 

I am sending you a broken ewer and a deep wash basin weighing 
seven pounds less a quarter.  Please make me a ewer of the same 
measure from its bronze as it is good bronze.  The weight of the 
ewer should be five pounds exactly.33 

Here is an example in the twelfth century of international outsourcing and 
recycling that carried goods thousands of miles and relied on skilled 
Indian metalworkers. 

Abraham bin Yiju was a successful trader and a rich man, but he had 
family problems.  In his first Mangalore years, he had formed a liaison 
with a local slave woman named Ashu.  Such liaisons were common 
among traders at the time.  The problem arose because Abraham bought 
her, freed her, married her, and lived with her during his entire two 
decades in Mangalore.  The formal deed of manumission, found among 
the Geniza documents, indicates that on October 17, 1132, Abraham bin 
Yiju publicly granted freedom to a slave girl named Ashu.  With her, he 
had a son named Surur and a daughter. 34 

His partners, however, disapproved and signaled their disapproval by 
their silence toward Ashu.  The standard greeting between business 
partners wished peace on everyone in the household, by name.  
Although the letters from Madmun and other partners greeted and wished 
peace to Abraham bin Yiju’s children, they never mentioned his wife.  
Such a wife would not have been welcome in Aden or Cairo.  The real 
problem, however, was the children.  Jewish law assigned children the 
religion of the mother, but Ashu was not a Jew.  Abraham bin Yiju hoped, 
prayed, and worked so that his daughter might, perhaps with a 
substantial dowry find a husband in the Jewish community. 

Who was this Ashu? There is only one ambiguous reference in all of 
Abraham bin Yiju’s letters that identifies Ashu as a Nair, This stray bit of 
information creates more questions than answers.  Nairs, along with 
Brahmins, were generally the elite of Malabar.  Nairs were, first and 
foremost, warriors.  A few Nair families headed local kingdoms, but many 
families were tenant overseers of lands held by Brahmins or temples.  
Some Nair girls married “up” into Brahmin families.  Later evidence 
suggests that some Nairs were merely menial servants of Brahmin 
families and relatively poor. 

Among the Nairs, a common form of marriage was known as 
sambandham.  A woman married several men either at the same time or 
serially.  The family consisted of a woman and her children, regardless of 
who the father was.  Property was inherited in the female line, passing 
from mother to eldest daughter.  Typically, several generations of women 
and their children lived in a large, fortified house.  The only resident male 
of the female- centered household was the woman’s brother.  The Nair 
social structure is one in which women were relatively powerful. 

It thus seems unlikely that a woman from this wealthy and powerful caste 
would be a slave and need manumission.  Modern anthropological 
research has collected stories of “olden times,” and from this research 
comes a strong suggestion of how a Nair woman could become a slave.  
After a puberty ceremony, a Nair woman could receive men from outside 
her lineage as long as they were of higher stans.  if, however, she formed 
a liaison with a Nair of lower stais or a man of lower caste, the tllmilv was 



deeply shamed.  They could only remove this blot on their honor by killing 
the woman or giving her as a slave to the king.  The king regularly sold 
these slaves to foreign merchants.  This is likely Ashu’s story.36 H 

Abraham bin Yiju’s family troubles only hint at the complexity of the 
relationship between foreign traders and local women.   Foreign traders 
along the water routes of the Asian world rarely if ever brought their 
wives.  Some married before they left their homeland and later formed 
more or less temporary liaisons with local women during their travels, 
fathering two sets of children.37  Another pattern was common to Chinese 
traders in Southeast Asia.  They married local women and became 
integrated into the local society.  Their children were seen as full 
members of the local community.  A third pattern was for the trader to 
marry a local woman and convert her to his own faith.  From these unions 
grew small local communities.  This pattern is embedded, for example, in 
the tradition of the Navayaths, a Muslim community located in several 
towns and cities along the Malabar Coast.  They trace their origin to 
Muslim traders of Arab descent who married and converted local women.  
Communities like the Navayaths probably grew through conversion of 
both men and women.38 

In the twelfth century there were many Jewish communities— mixtures of 
traders and local converts—across Africa and Asia.  A community of 
several thousand Jews centered in Cochin, another of the Malabar ports.  
Abraham bin Yiju chose not to marry a Jewish girl from this community 
but instead opted for the Nair girl.  The documents are silent on why.  
Perhaps he did not like local Jewish women because they were from 
Syria rather than his homeland of Tunisia.  Perhaps he did not find 
someone he liked among the daughters of his business partners.  
Perhaps he fell hopelessly in love with Ashu. 

Abraham bin Yiju’s later years were profoundly sad as family troubles 
mounted.  His siblings, based in Tunisia, were swept up in the crusader 
wars of the Mediterranean.39 Christian fleets and armies attacked many 
non-Christian targets, including Jews living among Muslims.  Abraham 
wrote to his business partners in Cairo: 

I heard what happened on the coastland of [Tunisia].  No letter, 
however, from which I could learn who died and who remained 
alive, has arrived.  By God, write exact details and send your letters 
with reliable people to soothe my mind.40 

In 1148 CE, the Christian forces of Roger II of Sicily attacked Tunisia for 
a second time, kidnapped Abraham bin Yiju’s whole family and took them 
to Sicily.  No documents give any clear indication of why the family was 
kidnapped.  Roger II may have wanted the family as traders.  Trade 
ceased during the war, however, and the family was soon destitute, 
“reduced to a single loaf of bread.”41  Abraham intended, if he could, to 
save his brothers and his sister and wrote to them, desperately hoping 
that the letter would reach Sicily and that they would join him in Cairo: 

By God, and again by God, do not delay your coming here, take this 
dirhem, which I have earned, and buy and sell with it, if God will -- 
saving less about this would have been enough.  Would I try to write 
all that is in my heart, no letter could contain it and no epistle could 
comprise it.42l 

With his children, Abraham bin Yiju left Mangalore and Ashu forever in 
1149 CE, and from that point in his life there are fewer Geniza letters.  He 
met his unmarried brother, but it was a bitter encounter.  The scoundrel 
defrauded Abraham bin Yiju of 1,000 silver dirhams and disappeared.43  
Abraham’s siblings survived the war but remained in poverty in western 
Sicily.  His son died shortly after his return to Aden, and he wrote, “I know 
not what to describe of it.”  Madmun, his mentor and senior partner, died 
two years later.  Abraham wrote to his elder brother, “I am sick at 
heart.”44 

After his return from Mangalore, Abraham did not stay long in Aden.  
Following a trip to Egypt, he moved to southern Yemen and took up trade 
there.  In the twelfth century Yemen had a more benign climate than now 
and there were many relatively prosperous villages and towns.  For 
centuries Jews had migrated south from the Middle East into Yemen.  
They lived in Muslim towns and worked in crafts, producing decorative 
leather, metalwork, or jewelry.45  With some capital from his Mangalore 
years and experience in metals, perhaps Abraham exported metalwork.   



With his Aden connections, perhaps he imported sugar or even staples 
like rice.  One can only speculate; the letters are silent. 

Abraham bin Yiju left his daughter in Aden in the household of one of his 
partners.  Three years later, he received a marriage proposal from the 
son of this Syrian Jewish partner, hut he rejected it, hoping for a marriage 
within his Tunisian Jewish community.  The solution was close to home, 
Abraham bin Yiju proposed marriage between his daughter and a son of 
his elder brother.  This arrangement had benefits for all.  It kept Abraham 
bin Yiju’s wealth in the family, provided for the impoverished relatives, 
and placed the daughter in the community Abraham bin Yiju wanted.  
Both of Abraham bin Yiju’s nephews soon arrived from Sicily and 
Abraham bin Yiju married his daughter to his elder brother son as 
planned. 

The last trace of Abraham bin Yiju is an account written in Egypt in an 
unsteady hand.  After all the sorrows and disappointments, he apparently 
chose to live out his life close to his daughter rather than return to his 
wife, Ashu, in Mangalore.46 

Although Abraham is but one life, his story reveals a great deal about 
trade in the great Asian world in the twelfth century.  The business model 
was based on trust and reputation, family and personal ties.  A career 
began with a father recommending his son as an apprentice to a senior 
trader.  The young man learned the yearly pattern of trade, made 
connections, and gained knowledge of markets.  Risk was spread by 
dealing in a variety of commodities, using several ships, and forming 
partnerships.  The system of trust depended on a relatively reliable mail 
system.  Abraham bin Yiju’s letters reached Aden and Egypt in a month 
and contained specific instructions, gossip, general news, and personal 
affection.  Within communities there was some degree of self-regulation 
via, for example, Jewish courts or Sharia courts, hut partnerships were 
often conducted across religious lines.  It seems that the possible loss of 
reputation was a stronger bar to shady practices than leg repercussions.  
There is no evidence of a guild structure that regulated prices and terms 
of trade for members, as there was in Europe at the timed 

Traders competed continuously with each other, and over the longer 
term, the rise and fall of various groups of traders is also evident.  The 
strong position of Jews in the Malabar spice trade of Abraham bin Yiju’s 
time lasted only another two centuries, until about 1300 CE.  Thereafter, 
a cartel of substantial Muslim traders from Egypt largely muscled them 
out -- but not entirely.   A congregation of several thousand Jews 
continued in the spice trade in Cochin until they migrated to Israel 
between 1970 and 2000.  Their restored synagogue retains its beautiful 
original blue-and-white Chinese floor tiles, reminders of the waterborne 
trade -- from China to Spain -- that sustained the Jews on the Malabar 
Coast. 

A  The first detailed description of Mangalore is by Ibn Battuta, subject of 
Chapter 6 in this book, in about 1340 CE.  Today the harbor is a sleepy fishing 
port below the City of Mangalore.   
B  The general pattern of unfortified ports was the norm on the Indian coast and 
throughout Southeast Asia. 
C  Apprenticing in a firm that resulted in long-term ties with the head of the firm 
was a common pattern even in an earlier period. 
D  There were at least one or two famously wealthy traders who traded all the 
way to China.  One was a Muslim named Ramisht.  He made so much profit on 
one voyage that he personally provided a Chinese silk covering for the entire 
Ka’aba at Mecca. 
E  The ideal was to keep capital moving.   A trader relied on the consignee to 
dispose of his goods and buy goods that could, in turn, be sold at a profit in the 
merchant’s home city. 
F  Ordinary silk was used throughout the Asian and the Islamic world as 
currency.   Its price was steady and its demand regular for centuries. 
G  The inscriptional evidence for “guilds” in South India at this time is actually 
quite vague.  Some ort of corporate emits f traders made donations to temples, 
but there is no direct evidence of how these traders worked together, whether 
they set prices, controlled qualities or even collaborated on shipping. 
H  The Geniza documents have several cases t marriage between a freed slave 
woman and her former owner. 

Source. Gordon, Stewart.  When Asia was the World.  Cambridge, MA: Da 
Capo Press, 2007, 75-95 


